DATE: February 16  
TO: Alumni  
SUBJECT: Good Intentions and Well-Meaning Behaviors

Well-meaning behaviors that you might see as positive on the surface may still send negative, anti-inclusion messages. For example, staying silent about race subsequently interferes with resolving or intervening in racial injustices. So how can you be better informed about speaking out?

Psi Chi invites you to explore and share our new Black History Month Online Resource. Discover new releases and past favorites about reducing negative stereotypes and systemic racism. You’ll also find articles honoring historic African American psychologists.

VIEW THE RESOURCE ➔

OUR PODCAST
Conquering COVID-19 Loneliness—With Group Therapy?
Getting into groups seems like an obvious way to manage loneliness. So why aren’t more people suggesting it? Dr. Cheri L. Marmarosh weighs in.

Racist Slurs (That People Use All Too Often)
Have you ever said “master bedroom” or “low man on the totem pole?” Dr. Rihana Mason shares the science of six racist slurs like these and suggests words you should use instead.

OUR STORE

Our 15% off sale is back! Spend a minimum of $50 in the Psi Chi Store and receive an automatic 15% off. No promo code needed! This promotion excludes all membership items (e.g., replacement certificates). Happy shopping!

MEMBER DISCOUNT

Early Access to Dell’s PRESIDENTS DAY SALE
The attached flyer highlights a few of Dell’s limited-time member exclusive offers, which began February 8 at 8 a.m. ET. The deals highlighted are limited in quantity, so be sure to shop early before available quantities sell out. Visit www.dell.com/PsiChi
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Brush Up on the Psychology of Black Hair!
The theme of our new spring 2021 magazine is Black History Month. See also tips for enhancing your LinkedIn profile and how COVID-19 is changing the competencies you may need to obtain a job.

New 2019–20 Annual Report
Uncover the results of President Dr. Regan A. R. Gurung’s call for members to accelerate the sharing of psychology. Efforts to navigate COVID-19 and racial injustices are also explored.
#PsychEverywhere

PROSSER SCHOLARSHIP

Thank you for honoring Dr. Prosser’s legacy of empowering students to obtain a college education. Together, 100+ supporters of the Psi Chi/Inez Beverly Prosser Scholarship for Women of Color have now raised almost 40% of their $50,000 goal. Learn more.
#SpiritOfProsser